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the effect of these transitions on the physical and quality properties of ammonium 
nitrate fertilizer. New approaches offered by recent developments in laboratory 
techniques and data analysis methods were applied. The paths were studied by 
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and details of the transition mechanisms 
were examined with a novel combination of DSC and Raman spectrometry 
developed for simultaneous measurements allowing in situ investigation of solid 
state transitions. ,-rv These studies showed that sample preparation method can 
affect the degree of disorder of ammonium nitrate phase IV and that the disorder 
plays a significant role in the transition path selection. The disorder of 
ammonium nitrate phase IV was evaluated and the transition paths were predicted 
from X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) data by methods of partial least squares 
regression (PLS) and principal component analysis (PCA). v

Chapter 2 summarizes the methods reported in the literature for determining 

the crystal structure of ammonium nitrate and describes the structures in a general 
way. Chapter 3 reports the experiments on ammonium nitrate solid phase 
transition paths undertaken in the present investigation and discusses the results 
in the context of the literature. Conclusions and some proposals for further work 
are recorded in Chapter 4. 
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from thereon be produced with a high probability. 1 The effect of ageing of the 

samples also was systematically tested at different temperatures.1 

The water concentration was shown not to correlate with the transition path, 

but as water clearly had something to do with the paths, drying experiments were 

combined with the heating tests. 1 Moist samples undergoing transitions IV ... II 

were dried at different temperatures and the path was compared with reference 

samples that had the same thermal history but were not dried.1 

3.2 Observed phase transition paths between the ammonium nitrate solid 

phases IV, III and II 

The phase transition paths between solid state phases IV, III and II of 

ammonium nitrate observed in the present work fell into three categories: a) the 

principal transitions IV p III p II and IV p II, b) the parallel transitions, where 

the samples may undergo transitions IV ... III -+ II and IV -+ II on heating or II ... 

III ... IV and II -+ IV on cooling and c) the forward-and-back transitions IV -+ II ( ... 

III ... II) on heating and II ... IV ( ... III ... IV) on cooling. 1 

The category a) paths are frequently reported in the thermal analysis 

literature.11
-
18 The double arrows 'P' refer to the equilibrium reactions and are

used to shorten the expression.79 They should not be taken to mean that the path 

would be the same on heating and cooling; rather, any combination of the above 

paths is possible. Thus, in category a) there are two possible paths on heating 

and two on cooling. 

The parallel transitions of category b) are seen on a DSC curve as separate 

or overlapping peaks of transitions IV p III and IV p 11. 1 These transitions may 

partly reflect the inhomogeneity of the samples, especially where the peaks are 

separate. 

The forward-and-back transitions of category c) were seen on heating as 

complex peaks starting with an endothermic peak at onset temperature of 

transition IV ... II and followed by an exothermic peak after the first peak.1 The 

exotherm may begin immediately after the endotherm or it may be delayed by 

several degrees as in Fig. 3.2. These transitions also appeared on cooling. 1 In 

the literature80 this phase transition path has been associated with the formation of 

a metastable phase III. The mechanism of the transition is discussed in section 

3.5 below, with a conclusion drawn that is contradictory to the literature.tv,so 
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The intermediate phase was not seen in the DSC peaks1 of transition IV .... 

III. This would suggest that the observed DSC peaks are the product of two

opposite peaks overlapping: one for the endothermic transition IV -+ II* and the

other for the exothermic transition II* -+ III. In Fig. 3.4, curves a and b represent

transition IV -+ III at two different temperatures. Line c is the forward-and-back

transition, where the transition II -+ III is seen as an exothermic peak after the

transition IV -+ II peak. Line d in Fig. 3.4 is the pure transition IV -+ II.

Figure 3.5 shows the simulated deconvolutions of the peaks b and c in Fig. 

3.4. The solid curve represents the total transition as observed. The upper dashed 

line represents the transitions IV -+ II* and IV -+ II and the lower dashed line the 

transitions 11* -+ III and II -+ III. The peak areas are evaluated from the values 

presented in Fig. 3.3. The enthalpy values of phases IV, III and II are presented 

in Fig. 3.6 as reported by Nagatani.81 When the onset temperature decreases, so 

do the enthalpy change of transition II* -+ III and the life-time of phase II*. The 

enthalpy change value becomes zero at about 305 K, which is, interestingly, the 

equilibrium temperature of phase transition IV .. III. 

There is no sharp distinction between the transitions IV -+ II* -+ III, IV -+ II 

and IV -+ II (-+ III) in DSC. r,IV This, and the fact that phases II* and II could not 

be distinguished by their spectra, suggest that the structure of phases II and II* 

may be the same. rv It can be concluded that the transition between phases IV and 

III always takes place through the intermediate II*. Transition IV -+ II is an 

extreme case where phase III does not form by transition II* -+ III because of the 

strong bonds between nitrate and ammonium ions in the well-ordered crystals. IV

The strong bonding enlarges the hysteresis of the overall transition IV -+ III so 

much that the transition IV -+ II becomes more favoured. 




























